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816 firearm incidents recorded in South East Europe from January to March 2021
New South East Europe Armed Violence Monitor Quarterly Regional Report is Published
The just-published Armed Violence Monitoring Platform (AVMP) recorded 816 rearm-related incidents in the
region from January to March 2021. Some of the main findings are:
816 firearm incidents took place.
378 cases of weapon seizures were observed, and they continue to be the most reported type of
firearm incident in the region.
126 armed robberies were reported.
16 people committed suicide using a firearm.
Five women were killed in domestic violence with a firearm.
The highest number of firearm incidents in this reporting period was in January.
Men accounted for 98.5% of all perpetrators, of those whose sex was reported.
33 people were killed with firearms during this reporting period.
To read the whole report, please click here, and to follow the information published on AVMP, please click
here.

The AVMP monitors rearms-related incidents happening in South-East Europe. Established in 2014, it collects detailed data from the media reports and reports of public
institutions where available, covering Albania, Bosnia, and Herzegovina, Republic of Moldova, Montenegro, Serbia, North Macedonia, and Kosovo*.
The collected data range from the type of incident, firearms used, age and gender of the victim and the perpetrator, outcome of the incident, etc.
The AVMP aims to make essential data available to all interested parties and serve as an informative tool for interventions with the overarching goal of a more e ective
arms control framework and reducing their negative impact on civilians.
The AVMP is supported with funding from the EU Council Decision (CFSP) 2019/2111 to support SEESAC disarmament and arms control activities in South-East Europe,
reducing the threat of illicit small arms and light weapons their ammunition.
* Reference to Kosovo shall be understood in the context of the Security Council resolution 1244 (1999)
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*References to Kosovo shall be understood to be in the context of the Security Council Resolution 1244 (1999). *The designations employed and the presentation of material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the
part of the Secretariat of the United Nations or UNDP concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries.
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Cookies on our web page
What is Cookie?
A cookie is a small piece of data sent from a website and stored in a user's web browse while a user is browsing a website. When the user browses the same website in the
future, the data stored in the cookie can be retrieved by the website to notify the website of the user's previous activity

How do we use cookies?
A visit to a this page could generate the following types of cookie.

Strictly necessary cookies
These cookies are essential in order to enable you to move around the website and use its features, such as accessing secure areas of the website. Without these cookies
services you have asked for, like shopping baskets or e-billing, cannot be provided.

2. Performance cookies
These cookies collect information about how visitors use a website, for instance which pages visitors go to most often, and if they get error messages from web pages. These
cookies don’t collect information that identifies a visitor. All information these cookies collect is aggregated and therefore anonymous. It is only used to improve how a website
works.

3. Functionality cookies
These cookies allow the website to remember choices you make (such as your user name, language or the region you are in) and provide enhanced, more personal features.
For instance, a website may be able to provide you with local weather reports or traffic news by storing in a cookie the region in which you are currently located. These cookies
can also be used to remember changes you have made to text size, fonts and other parts of web pages that you can customise. They may also be used to provide services you
have asked for such as watching a video or commenting on a blog. The information these cookies collect may be anonymised and they cannot track your browsing activity on
other websites.

4. Targeting and advertising cookies
These cookies are used to deliver adverts more relevant to you and your interests They are also used to limit the number of times you see an advertisement as well as help
measure the effectiveness of the advertising campaign. They are usually placed by advertising networks with the website operator’s permission. They remember that you have
visited a website and this information is shared with other organisations such as advertisers. Quite often targeting or advertising cookies will be linked to site functionality
provided by the other organisation.

Cookie management
Cookies can be managed via the web browser settings. Please, see you browser help how to manage cookies.
On this site you can always turn cookies on/off on menu item “Cookie Management”.

Website management
This website is managed by:
The South Eastern and Eastern Europe Clearinghouse for the Control of Small Arms and Light Weapons (SEESAC)

